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Gear up for
manufacturing!

S Your Future
Elevate
is brought to you by
Iowa Association of
Business and Industry,
Iowa Newspaper Foundation
and Iowa
Community Colleges

The United States of America is a world leader in manufacturing, designing and
producing some of the world’s greatest products, such as computers and other
electronics, appliances, food, apparel, and machinery. Did you know that the
advanced manufacturing industry is Iowa’s leading contributor to our state’s economy?
ln fact, it brings in more money than the agriculture industry, even though Iowa is America’s
largest producer of corn, soybeans, pigs, and eggs (SOURCE: IOWA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT).
If you enjoy science, technology, and math; are curious about how things are made; and like making things with
your hands, solving problems, and working in teams, then you might love a career in manufacturing!

Careers in Advanced Manufacturing
Manufacturing has progressed in many ways. The demands of manufacturing require increased knowledge of STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math) areas and the skills of problem solving, critical thinking, communication, and teamwork. The growing use of technology
and innovation requires skilled workers and educational programs that address the demand for a highly skilled workforce. Employees in advanced
manufacturing are skilled technicians, often referred to as grey-collar workers. They have skill sets from both white collar workers (e.g., office
workers, managers) and blue collar workers (e.g., manual laborers). Manufacturers in Iowa make a lot of cool stuff, but many Iowa companies are in
need of qualified workers.
Advanced manufacturing is a diverse industry, employing people with various backgrounds in education and technical skills. Below are just a few of
the many careers in advanced manufacturing. Read over the career titles and match them to the correct descriptions. How did you do?

Career Title

Career Description

1. Welder

a. Uses a computer to control the operation of a manufacturing tool (e.g., vinyl cutter, sewing machine,
laser cutter).

2. Production Engineer

b. Installs, maintains, and fixes wind energy equipment, such as wind turbines.

3. Logistics and Distribution
Manager

c. Assembles, installs, programs, troubleshoots, and maintains robotics and automated systems
equipment.

4. Computer-aided Manufacturing
(CAM) Technician

d. Uses applications of high heat to join metal parts.

5. Robotics Technician

e. Uses software to turn engineering plans into precise technical drawings that are used in the construction of electronics, architecture and mechanical items. The drawings may be two- or three-dimensional.

6. Wind Technician

f. Uses creative, technical, and engineering skills to create new or improved products for everyday use.

7. Tool and Die Technician

g. Organizes the storage and distribution of products and ensures the right products are delivered to the
right location on time and at a good cost.

8. Computer-aided Drafting or
Design (CAD) Technician

h. Ensures that manufactured products are made at the proper speed and quality level.

9. Industrial Designer

i. Studies blueprints, sets up and operates machines, and inspects finished dies for smoothness, contour
conformity, and defects.

JOB DESCRIPTION SOURCES: ELEVATEIOWA.COM, IONFUTURE.ORG

Answers on page 2

Careers in Advanced Manufacturing

Career Title

Average
Income

Educational
Requirements

Helpful Courses
rsess

Schools That Offer
Degree

Look through the Classifieds or Business section of a newspaper or online news source and visit
ElevateIowa.com to search for job openings. Read the job description carefully. What technical and soft skills do
you need to perform the job?
Job

Technical Skills

Soft Skills

For more information on soft or critical skills, please also visit the Character Counts in Iowa website
CharacterCountsInIowa.org.

PAGE 1 ANSWERS: 1. D, 2. H, 3. G, 4. A, 5. C, 6.
6. B,
B 7.
7. I,
I 8.
8 E,
E 9. F

For careers you are interested in, visit ElevateIowa.com to investigate
the average income, educational requirements, helpful courses to take in school,
and Iowa schools that offer degrees in manufacturing careers.
Don’t know what you want to do yet? Take the self-assessment quiz at
ElevateIowa.com to learn more about your skills and preferences.

Soft Skills
Technical skills and education may secure an interview, but employers are increasingly looking for employees with
certain “soft skills,” such as problem solving and critical thinking, teamwork, enthusiasm, strong communication, and
professionalism (SOURCE: US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR). Think about the technical skills needed to be a coach. A coach needs
to know how to design winning plays, safely strengthen and condition the players, and encourage team work. Those
skills are important, but which coach would you rather play for? The one who is positive and upbeat, gives helpful
feedback, and is willing to help others or the one who constantly yells at players, complains about the referees and
other teams, and has a hard time admitting mistakes? Soft skills matter.
Take the self-assessment below to evaluate your soft skills. Jot down some examples of when you did or did not
appropriately demonstrate a certain soft skill. Think about ways you can improve your soft skills or whom you might
ask for support.

Soft Skill

Soft Skill Description

My Self-Rating

Evidence/Examples to
Support My Self-Rating

1 = Needs work
5 = Established skill

Problem Solving and
Critical Thinking

Habits and skills such as
• Uses available information to think
on feet
• Effectively solves problems in a
timely manner
• Offers and accepts feedback, praise,
and criticism

Communication

Habits and skills such as
• Provides effective verbal and nonverbal communication to others
and knows how to interpret the
information received from others

Teamwork

Habits and skills such as
• Works cooperatively
• Contributes to groups with ideas,
suggestions, and effort
• Communicates effectively (both
giving and receiving)
• Is responsible
• Respects different opinions,
customs, and individual
preferences
• Has ability to participate in group
decision-making

Professionalism

Habits and skills such as
• Arrives for work on time
• Manages time effectively
• Works well with others
• Displays honesty and integrity
• Communicates effectively
• Maintains a positive attitude
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Mindset
As you think about the soft skills on the previous page, also consider your mindset. Reflect on the following questions and for
each area, circle which description best fits your mindset.

In general, do you...
MINDSET #1

MINDSET #2

Challenges

Avoid challenges

Embrace challenges

Obstacles

Give up easily if something is hard

Keep trying when faced with setbacks or obstacles

Effort

See practice as pointless to getting better

See practice as necessary to getting better

Criticism

Ignore feedback if it is critical of my work

Listen carefully to feedback and learn from it

Success of Others

Find lessons and inspiration in the success of others

Feel threatened by the success of others

If you tended to answer “yes” to the questions in the Mindset #1 column, you have some tendencies to demonstrate a fixed mindset.
People with a fixed mindset believe that their intelligence is fixed or “they are the way they are.” However, if more of your “yes”
answers fell in the Mindset #2 column, you have some tendencies toward a growth mindset. People with a growth mindset believe that
their intelligence can be improved with effort and practice. Employers want to see their employees demonstrate a growth mindset; in
other words, they want their employees to be life-long learners, be open to feedback, and keep trying if they make a mistake.
For more information about mindset and to take an online self-assessment, visit the Brainology website http://ow.ly/B7aVt.
Use a newspaper or online news source to find an article about a sports figure, company CEO, political figure, or local resident. After
reading the article, decide if the person has a growth or fixed mindset. What words or phrases did you use to make your determination?

Scan with your smart phone or tablet to be directed to the Elevate Iowa website.

Visit ElevateIowa.com for:
- Teacher, student and business resources
- Made in Iowa
- Training programs and self-assessment quiz
- Career opportunities
- Testimonials
- Facts about manufacturing in Iowa

Also, visit the Elevate Iowa Facebook page - www.facebook.com/ElevateIowa
Send us pictures of your Elevate Your Future projects!

This program is brought to you by Iowa Association of Business and Industry,
Iowa Newspaper Foundation and Iowa Community Colleges.

QUICK FACT:
Manufacturing
accounts for 87.9%
of Iowa’s exports.

